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INTRODUCTION

These specifications are an integral part of the documents drawn up for the invitation to tender for the contract
referred to. Those documents comprise:

 the contract notice;

 a letter of invitation to tender;

 conditions for submitting a tender ;

 specifications and the annexes thereto;

 and a model contract and the annexes thereto.

These specifications are supplemented by the following annexes, which are an integral part thereof:

Annex I: Technical specifications

Annex II: The European Parliament's environmental policy

Annex III: Declaration on the tenderer's honour concerning the exclusion criteria and absence of conflicts
of interest

Annex IV: Financial identification form - supplier

Annex V: Information sheet concerning groups of economic operators

Annex VI: Declaration concerning subcontractors

Annex VII: Financial data sheet

Annex VIII: Labels to be affixed to the outer and inner envelopes when a tender is sent

Annex IX: Bill of quantities A (award criteria other than price)

Annex X: Bill of quantities B (prices)
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PART I – GENERAL INFORMATION

1 SUBJECT OF THE CONTRACT

The European Parliament has decided to launch this invitation to tender for the provision of ‘standard’ and
‘bespoke’ professional training services in the field of security, fire-fighting, first aid and the operational
aspects of a security control centre for the European Parliament sites in Brussels, Luxembourg and
Strasbourg in accordance with the provisions of Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 966/2012 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012 on the financial rules applicable to the general
budget of the Union.

This invitation to tender was the subject of Contract Notice 148140 in Official Journal of the European Union
2017/S-077 of 20 April 2017.

2 DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE AND ESTIMATED VOLUME OF THE CONTRACT

Background to the contract

The European Parliament is looking for a cogent, comprehensive and fully up-to-date training programme
focusing on security, fire-fighting, first aid and the operational aspects of a security control centre for its
security and safety staff and staff in other departments.

The purpose of this contract for high-level training services is to enable those staff to update, develop and
supplement the skills they have already acquired.

The purpose of this invitation to tender is to provide the European Parliament with a multiple ‘cascading’
framework contract comprising four lots to cover most professional training subjects in the field of security,
fire-fighting, first aid and the operational aspects of a security control centre.

2.1 Target group

The European Parliament’s Directorate-General for Security and Safety has, over the past three years,
recruited some 550 security and safety staff at its sites in Brussels and Strasbourg as part of a process of
bringing its security and safety services in-house.

The European Parliament is looking for a cogent, comprehensive and fully up-to-date training programme
focusing on this area for staff in the Directorate-General for Security and Safety (hereinafter ‘DG SAFE’) and
staff in other departments.

Tenderers’ attention is drawn to the fact that most of the staff in the target group are already qualified in the
various areas of responsibility. Therefore, a ‘basic’ programme which is not sufficiently specialised will not be
acceptable under any circumstances.

Furthermore, the multicultural, multinational profile of Parliament’s staff will inevitably have a bearing on the
training methods and instructors that tenderers will propose in their tenders.

Unless otherwise specified in the tables in point 2.8.1, there will be no more than 20 participants per ‘standard’
or ‘bespoke’ session.

2.2 Training locations

Some training sessions will take place in mobile units or training containers provided by the contractor; others
will take place in European Parliament buildings.
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The ‘on-site’ training will need to be provided at the European Parliament’s three sites (Brussels, Strasbourg
and Luxembourg).

For guidance (the actual breakdown may change during the performance of the contract), around 80% of
sessions will be held at the Brussels site, 15% at the Strasbourg site and 5% at the Luxembourg site.

2.3 Schedule

A schedule for the performance of the framework contract is drawn up each year by the European Parliament,
on the basis of its own calendar of business. A provisional schedule will be forwarded at the beginning of
each year and must be used by the successful economic operators as the basis on which to plan the provision
of training during the year.

2.4 Teaching methods

The principal aim of the training programme is to raise knowledge levels among all DG SAFE staff,
continuously upgrade professional skills in the directorate-general’s areas of responsibility and ensure that
specialist staff meet the requisite standards of professionalism.

This aim fits in with an overall training approach based on the 70/20/10 model, under which 10% of skills are
acquired by attending ‘conventional’ classroom-based courses, 20% from practical exercises and situations
encouraging interaction with peers and 70% from the transfer of knowledge and know-how that occurs
naturally while working and that can be fostered by a variety of in-house initiatives.

When the framework contract comes into force, the European Parliament will provide contractors with all the
information it regards as necessary for them to become familiar with its ‘overall security concept’ within the
space of 1 (one) month.

This overall security concept covers the following:

 professionalisation of command and control functions in all the security services (accreditation, internal
security, risk management and technical support);

 establishment of risk-based security management arrangements, including the drafting of new security
guidelines for the management of security incidents and the revision of the business continuity and crisis
management plans;

 establishment of different levels of protection for European Parliament buildings on the basis of a modern
risk assessment methodology which takes into account the activities carried out in those buildings,
architectural specifications and the threats and vulnerabilities specific to those buildings;

 periodic exercises (including evacuation drills) based on the guidelines and tests to gauge staff reaction
and management capacities.

2.4.1 Theory sessions

The basic methodological approach is classroom training, which ensures genuine, active involvement of the
target group. Other than in cases where the subject matter does not warrant this, these sessions will be
supplemented by practical activities relating to the participants’ actual work, in order to maximise knowledge
transfer. For guidance, theory sessions will account for around 40% of the training provided.

2.4.2 Practical sessions

Practical sessions should enable the target group to acquire the reflexes and techniques required in order to
perform the tasks assigned to them. They should enable them to assimilate theoretical knowledge rapidly
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and, wherever possible, make immediate use of it. For guidance, practical sessions will account for around
60% of the training provided.

2.4.3 Assessment procedures

At the start of each session, the instructors will clearly explain what the goals are. At the end of the lesson,
the participants must be able to show how they will use their newly acquired skills in their daily work and must
be assessed on the degree to which they have achieved the goals, as follows:

 Theory sessions: by means of a written test, the results of which will be forwarded to the European
Parliament;

 Practical sessions: the service provider will be required to draw up procedures for assessing the degree
to which the content has been assimilated and the goals have been achieved; the results of those
assessments must then be forwarded to the European Parliament.

By the same time as he is required to forward the certificates referred to below, the contractor will forward
the assessment data to the European Parliament in an Excel file, with due regard for the rules on personal
data protection (see draft framework contract). The European Parliament will specify the format in which the
file is to be supplied at the start of the contract.

All costs arising in connection with the assessment process and the inputting and forwarding of data relating
to that process will be borne by the contractor.

2.5 Certificates

Within 4 (four) weeks of the end of a training or refresher course, the contractor will issue certificates in
respect of the participants who successfully completed the course and provide a list of those who did not
reach the required level.

2.6 Quality Plan

Every tenderer must submit a Quality Plan. For the framework contract to come into force, the contractor
must implement this plan, which will become an integral part of the framework contract, and must provide the
European Parliament with regular reports on its implementation.

The Quality Plan will set out how the contractor intends to monitor the services provided to the European
Parliament and ensure that they are of the highest quality. It must cover:

 the selection and recruitment of instructors;

 the contractor’s staff management policy;

 the continuous training of instructors;

 familiarity with the latest developments in the field and with relevant standards or regulations;

 quality of training materials;

 satisfactory knowledge of the European institutions and of European current affairs of relevance to the
training courses;

 observance of the fundamental values adhered to by the European Parliament, in particular equal
opportunities, gender equality and non-discrimination;

 service provision planning and responsiveness to potential requests from the European Parliament;
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 implementation of the training programme in the European Parliament;

 swift and efficient forwarding of training-related data;

 invoicing;

 risk management;

 assessment of overall performance;

 assessment of instructor performance;

 handling of complaints and planned corrective action;

 procedure for updating the Quality Plan.

The contractor will review the plan every year with reference to the previous year’s activities and the annual
report. The plan will be forwarded to the European Parliament for approval by the anniversary of the date on
which the contract was concluded.

The cost of preparing and implementing the Quality Plan will be borne in full by the contractor.

2.7 Working languages

The institutions' main working languages are French and English. The training sessions will be held in the
language spoken by the majority of the participants (either French or English). The instructors must have
a good knowledge of both these working languages so as to be able to understand and reply to questions
put to them in the other language.

Tenderers’ attention is drawn to the fact that the working languages will not always be the participants’ mother
tongue.

For guidance, it is estimated that approximately 70% of the sessions will be given in French.

2.8 Duration and volume of contract

The overall duration of the contract will be 4 (four) years.

2.8.1 Lots and indicative volumes

The contract is divided into 4 (four) lots (1, 2, 3 and 4). The 4 lots cover different groups of security and safety
staff and staff from other departments in Brussels, Strasbourg and Luxembourg. Tenderers may submit a
tender for one or more lots. The lots are independent of each other and may be awarded to different
tenderers. The European Parliament reserves the right to award only one lot or only some of the total number
of lots stipulated.

The four lots are as follows. The figures for professional training needs over the term of the contract are
estimates and are given for guidance only.

Lot 1: General security and safety training

Lot 2: Additional security training

Lot 3: Specialised security training

Lot 4: Fire safety and first-aid training (SSIAP)

The scope of these lots is detailed in the Technical Specifications.
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2.8.1.1 Lot 1: General security and safety training

Fire-fighting training and annual refresher courses

Participants per session (for guidance only): 10 to 15

Initial fire-fighting training Fire-fighting training (refresher courses)

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 140 10 3 30 100 7 0,5 3,5
2018 50 4 3 12 550 37 0,5 18,5
2019 50 4 3 12 550 37 0,5 18,5
2020 100 7 3 21 550 37 0,5 18,5
TOTAL 340 25 75 1750 118 59
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Industrial first-aid training and annual refresher courses

Participants per session (for guidance only):
:

10 to 15

Initial first-aid training First aid training (refresher courses)

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 140 10 3 30 100 7 0,5 3,5
2018 50 4 3 12 550 37 0,5 18,5
2019 50 4 3 12 550 37 0,5 18,5
2020 100 7 3 21 550 37 0,5 18,5
TOTAL 340 25 75 1750 118 59

Security and access control training, and annual refresher courses

Participants per session (for guidance only): 6 to 8
Initial security training Security training (refresher courses)

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 30 4 2 8 100 7 1 7
2018 50 8 2 16 550 37 1 37
2019 50 8 2 16 550 37 1 37
2020 100 14 2 28 550 37 1 37
TOTAL 230 34 68 1750 118 118

Training for security control centre operators

Participants per session (for guidance only): 3 to 5
Control centre operators Control centre operators (refresher courses)

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 15 3 3 9 0 0 1 0
2018 15 3 3 9 15 3 1 3
2019 15 3 3 9 30 6 1 6
2020 15 3 3 9 45 9 1 9
TOTAL 60 12 36 90 18 18
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First-aid training for evacuation volunteers, and annual refresher courses

Participants per session (for guidance only): 12 to 15
First aid for volunteers First aid for volunteers (refresher courses)

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 800 54 1 54 0 0 0,5 0
2018 500 34 1 34 800 54 0,5 27
2019 200 14 1 14 1300 87 0,5 43,5
2020 0 0 1 0 1500 100 0,5 50
TOTAL 1500 102 102 3600 241 120,5

Fire-fighting training for evacuation volunteers, and annual refresher courses

Participants per session (for guidance only): 12 to 15

fire-fighting training for volunteers fire-fighting training for volunteers (refresher
courses)

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 0 0 1 0 0 0 0,5 0
2018 800 54 1 54 0 0 0,5 0
2019 500 34 1 34 800 54 0,5 27
2020 200 14 1 14 500 34 0,5 17
TOTAL 1500 102 102 1300 88 44

Training in the use of automatic defibrillators for
evacuation volunteers

Participants per
session (for guidance
only):

12 to 15

Use of automatic defibrillators by volunteers

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 800 54 0,5 27
2018 500 34 0,5 17
2019 200 14 0,5 7
2020 0 0 0,5 0
TOTAL 1500 102 51
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2.8.1.2 Lot 2: Additional security training

Training for security managers

A: All managers

Legislation and regulations of host countries

Participants per
session (for guidance
only):

6 to 8

Managers A: legislation and regulations

Participants Sessions

Length
of a
session
in days Days

2017 45 6 1 6
2018 0 0 1 0
2019 0 0 1 0
2020 0 0 1 0
TOTAL 45 6 6

Risk management and mitigation

Participants per
session (for guidance
only):

6 to 8

Managers A: risk management

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 0 0 1 0
2018 45 6 1 6
2019 0 0 1 0
2020 0 0 1 0
TOTAL 45 6 6
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Investigation of security incidents

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 6 to 8

Managers A: investigation of incidents

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 0 0 1 0
2018 45 6 1 6
2019 0 0 1 0
2020 0 0 1 0
TOTAL 45 6 6

Management of flows of people and vehicles

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 6 to 8

Managers A: flow management

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 0 0 1 0
2018 0 0 1 0
2019 45 6 1 6
2020 0 0 1 0
TOTAL 45 6 6

Installation of new safety equipment

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 6 to 8

Managers A: installation of safety equipment

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 0 0 1 0
2018 0 0 1 0
2019 45 6 1 6
2020 0 0 1 0
TOTAL 45 6 6
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Crisis management on the ground

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 6 to 8

Managers A: crisis management

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 0 0 1 0
2018 0 0 1 0
2019 0 0 1 0
2020 45 6 1 6
TOTAL 45 6 6

B: Control centre managers

Operational information management and security
systems

Participants per
session (for guidance
only):

2 to 4

Managers B: information security management

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 6 2 1 2
2018 6 2 1 2
2019 6 2 1 2
2020 6 2 1 2
TOTAL 24 8 8

Procedures and standards for the operation of general
control centres

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 2 to 4

Managers B: operation of Control Centres

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 6 2 1 2
2018 6 2 1 2
2019 6 2 1 2
2020 6 2 1 2
TOTAL 24 8 8
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C: Additional security training

Requisite conduct in the event of a terrorist or violent
incident involving firearms or explosives (for all
target groups other than DG SAFE)

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 15 to 20

Requisite conduct in the event of terrorism

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
hours Days

2017 250 13 2 3,25
2018 500 25 2 6,5
2019 500 25 2 6,5
2020 500 25 2 6,5
TOTAL 1750 88 21.75

Prevention of AMOK incidents

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 12 to 15

AMOK

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 550 37 1 37
2018 550 37 1 37
2019 550 37 1 37
2020 650 44 1 44
TOTAL 2300 155 155

Initiation into defence techniques against physical
violence

Participants per
session (for guidance
only):

12 to 15

Defence techniques

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 0 0 0 0
2018 550 37 3 111
2019 550 37 3 111
2020 650 44 3 132
TOTAL 1750 118 354
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Museum security for the European Parliament’s
exhibition spaces

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 8 to 12

Security of exhibition spaces

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 40 4 3 12
2018 0 0 0 0
2019 40 4 3 12
2020 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 80 8 24

Emergency service call taker

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 6 to 8

Call taker

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 20 3 2 6
2018 20 3 2 6
2019 20 3 2 6
2020 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 60 9 18
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2.8.1.3 Lot 3: Specialised security training

A: All operational staff

Detecting signs of radicalisation and preventing
potential threats of terrorist attack

Participants per
session (for guidance
only):

12 to 15

Radicalisation and prevention of terrorism

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 0 0 1 0
2018 600 40 1 40
2019 100 7 1 7
2020 100 7 1 7
TOTAL 800 54 54

Detection and prevention of insider threats

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 12 à 15

Insider threats

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 0 0 1 0
2018 600 40 1 40
2019 100 7 1 7
2020 100 7 1 7
TOTAL 800 54 54
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Profiling and counter-observation

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 12 to 15

Profiling

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 100 7 1 7
2018 50 4 1 4
2019 650 44 1 44
2020 100 7 1 7
TOTAL 900 62 62

Escorting VIPs

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 12 to 15

VIP security details

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 50 4 1 4
2018 100 7 1 7
2019 100 7 1 7
2020 750 50 1 50
TOTAL 1000 68 68

Explosive device detection and measures to be taken

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 12 to 15

Explosive device detection

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 50 4 1 4
2018 100 7 1 7
2019 100 7 1 7
2020 750 50 1 50
TOTAL 1000 68 68
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B: Exercises

Organisation and assessment of practical exercises

Participants per
session (for guidance
only):

20 to 30

Practical exercises

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 110 4 1 4
2018 110 4 1 4
2019 110 4 1 4
2020 110 4 1 4
TOTAL 440 16 16

C: Specialisms

TCCC Tactical Combat Casualty Care

Participants per
session (for guidance
only):

12 to 15

TCCC

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 50 4 1 4
2018 60 4 1 4
2019 60 4 1 4
2020 80 6 1 6
TOTAL 250 18 18
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2.8.1.4 Lot 4: Fire safety and first-aid training (SSIAP)

SSIAP1: basic training and refresher courses

Participants per
session (for guidance
only):

12 to 15

SSIAP1: basic training SSIAP 1: refresher courses

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

Participants Sessions Length of a
session in days Days

2017 10 1 11 11 0 0 2 0
2018 25 2 11 22 10 1 2 2
2019 10 1 11 11 5 1 2 2
2020 0 0 11 0 30 2 2 4
TOTAL 45 4 44 45 4 8

SSIAP2: basic training and refresher courses

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 12 to 15

SSIAP2: basic training SSIAP2: refresher courses

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 0 0 11 0 0 0 2 0
2018 5 1 11 11 0 0 2 0
2019 12 1 11 11 0 0 2 0
2020 0 0 11 0 5 1 2 2
TOTAL 17 2 22 5 1 2
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SSIAP3: basic training

Participants per session
(for guidance only): 2 to 3

SSIAP3:

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

2017 2 1 33 0
2018 0 0 33 0
2019 2 1 33 33
2020 3 1 33 33
TOTAL 7 3 99

Training will typically last 8 (eight) hours a day, unless the European Parliament gives express, written
authorisation to the contrary.

During a period of 3 (three) years following the conclusion of the initial contract, the contracting authority may
use a negotiated procedure without prior publication of a contract notice for additional services, under Article
134(1)(e) of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 1268/2012 of 29 October 2012 on the rules of
application of Regulation (EU, Euratom) No 966/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
financial rules applicable to the general budget of the Union.

2.9 SERVICES REQUIRED

2.9.1 ‘Standard’ training

For the purposes of this tendering procedure, the training courses expressly referred to in this document will
be regarded as ‘standard’ training courses.

The standard training packages from the contractor’s catalogue will cover the provision of the type of
training for which the contractor has been selected, including all preparatory activities and the delivery
of the training itself. The training will be provided primarily in the European Parliament’s buildings.

Tenderers must detail in their bid all standard training packages in their catalogue relating solely to this
invitation to tender (see point 5 of Part II – ‘Conditions for submitting a tender’).

2.9.2 ‘Bespoke’ training

Under lots 1, 2 and 3, the contractor may provide bespoke security and safety training services where
requested to do so by the European Parliament. Any such services will be provided at the price stipulated in
the tender submitted (see Part II, Award criteria). That price must be broken down into ‘planning and
preparation’ on the flat-rate basis referred to under phase 1 below and into training delivery days as referred
to under phase 2 below.

This type of training will be provided in two phases:

Phase 1 - Planning and preparation
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The contractor will provide a full and detailed description of the appropriate training, basically by setting out
a programme, learning goals, training and other deliverables and their timing, planned activities (type,
duration, goal, instructions, key points etc.), a list of materials to be used, preparatory documents, training
aids, etc.

All documentation and intellectual property rights to bespoke training materials will remain the property of the
European Parliament.

The contractor must make sure that the training provided is perfectly in keeping with the environment
within the European Parliament, in particular by maintaining close contacts with the relevant European
Parliament departments. Provision of the service may not commence until the authorising department
has formally accepted the proposal and issued an order form.

Planning and preparation expenses will be paid no more than once per bespoke training course. The time
spent on planning and preparation may not exceed 2 (two) days per day of training delivery. That limit will
apply pro rata temporis to half days of training delivery. Where an existing course is being adapted for
bespoke training purposes, 1 (one) day per day of training delivery will be allowed for this purpose.

Phase 2 - Sessions

Phase 2 will not commence until the European Parliament has formally accepted the services provided under
phase 1. The contractor will be responsible for improving training on an on-going basis and will bear the cost
of doing so. This will include taking proper account of feedback and assessments validated by the European
Parliament.

Should the contractor believe the above time allowances to be manifestly inadequate, the project
manager must bring this to the European Parliament’s attention when the service is ordered. The
European Parliament may, on an exceptional basis, decide to increase the time allowed.

2.9.3 Teaching aids and ancillary services

The contractor will produce and deliver teaching aids for each training course with the greatest possible care.
The contractor will take editorial responsibility for all documents supplied for training purposes.

All ancillary services will be included in the service required, in particular the production and distribution of
appropriate teaching materials, such as transparencies and slides (on any medium), working documents for
participants and summary and assessment documents. These documents and materials must be provided
to every participant in hard copy form in the training language(s).

The contractor’s insignia or logo may appear on them only alongside the European Parliament logo.  The
contractor must state that he is acting under a framework contract signed with the European Parliament.

Electronic copies of these aids which are editable and compatible with the European Parliament’s system
(Microsoft Windows® environment and software) must without fail be submitted to the European Parliament
for formal approval prior to initial distribution. The cost of these teaching aids (including updates) must be
included in the training price, irrespective of the number of participants.

A record of attendance for each half-day’s training, signed by each participant and the instructor, as well as
the findings of knowledge checks and assessment data, must be forwarded to the relevant European
Parliament departments after each training session (both theory and practical sessions).
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2.10 INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATIONS

The training will be provided by instructors with approved qualifications in this area. Instructors must be
qualified to give the training course concerned. Qualifications must be recognised by a national authority in
the country in which the course is held.

Requirements and minimum qualifications for senior instructors:

 at least 4 (four) years’ experience in the area of responsibility covered by this contract;

 at least 2 (two) years’ experience as an instructor;

 CEF (Common European Framework) level C1 proficiency in English and/or French (understanding,
speaking, writing), depending on the training language chosen. If they have C1 proficiency in only one of
the languages, they must have B2 proficiency in the other.
(http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/linguistic/cadre1_FR.asp?)

Additional requirements for certain subjects:

For the lot 2 and 3 subjects prevention of AMOK incidents, initiation into defence techniques, profiling and
counter-observation, explosive device detection, VIP security details and TCCC, only senior instructors who,
in addition to meeting the requirements set out above, can produce evidence of having followed a refresher
course in the subject they will be teaching during the 12-month period prior to the start of the training course
may be used.

All instructors must have a satisfactory knowledge of the European Parliament’s ‘overall security concept’
and of European current affairs of relevance to the training course and/or other deliverables for which they
are responsible. They must also be familiar with the principles of equal opportunity, gender equality and non-
discrimination applied within the European Parliament. The contractor will ensure, at his own expense, that
the proposed instructors have this knowledge. The contractor will list the specific measures to be taken
towards this end in the Quality Plan (see award criteria).

2.10.1 Duty of confidentiality

Very high standards of confidentiality will be required. In carrying out their work, instructors may come into
contact with confidential information.

Any failure to abide by the confidentiality and circumspection rules will result in the European Parliament
terminating the framework contract and taking legal action against individuals and/or the contractor. (See
Article II.10 of the framework contract.)

Instructors must ensure that the teaching methods they use, their attitude and the content of their courses
are in keeping with and help to promote the values and ideals underpinning the European integration process
(namely equality and non-discrimination, gender equality, human dignity, solidarity, justice, rights and
freedoms, human rights and democracy) .

2.10.2 Instructor accreditation

The contractor must obtain accreditation from the European Parliament for all instructors used for the first
time in the performance of the future framework contract. So that the European Parliament may make sure
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that the provisions of this paragraph are kept to, the contractor will notify the European Parliament without
delay of any staff changes he is planning to make. All costs incurred in connection with such replacements
will be borne by the contractor.

Accreditation by the European Parliament will be based on CVs and, possibly, an interview. The interview
will include elements from a training session. All costs incurred in connection with such interviews will be
borne by the contractor.

In response to security developments, the European institutions have reviewed their security arrangements,
in particular with regard to access to their buildings.

In this context, a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on security screening of all employees of external
firms working in the institutions’ buildings was concluded on 18 October 2016 between the institutions and
the Belgian authorities.

The European Parliament will notify its decision to the contractor in writing. If an instructor is rejected, the
contractor will propose another instructor with the required qualifications. The European Parliament also
reserves the right to require, without prior notice, that any instructor who does not satisfy the general
requirements regarding discretion, as set out in the general terms and conditions and in sections 2.10.1 (Duty
of confidentiality) and/or 2.11 (Responsibilities), should be replaced. The MoU came into effect on 1 January
2017. All employees of external firms requiring access to European Parliament buildings will in future be
subject to security screening in order to maintain their access rights.

Contractors are responsible for initiating the procedures for screening their employees as rapidly as possible.

To this end, the attached documents must be sent within one month of the date of dispatch of these
specifications to the ‘Screening Contact Point’ at the following addresses: PDCVerification@ep.europa.eu,
forpro-tender@europarl.europa.eu. A guide to the procedure to be followed is also attached. If you have any
questions, please get in touch with the contact point directly.

Security screening is currently carried out by the Belgian authorities free of charge. However, should that
situation change, the cost of such screening will be borne by the contractors.

2.11 RESPONSIBILITIES

2.11.1 Contractor’s responsibilities

Each order placed by the European Parliament will be regarded as a project that the contractor is
responsible for managing. The contractor must, without fail, carry out the checks and quality
assurance operations set out in the Quality Plan submitted with his tender.

The contractor will be responsible, in particular, for providing all the services specified in point 2.9
(Services required).

The contractor must organise his operations in such a way as to be able to provide the projected
volume of services. The volume of services covered by an order may be large, and the contractor
must be able to provide an efficient, effective and swift service.

2.11.2 Project manager’s responsibilities

The contractor will clearly designate a project manager to liaise with the European Parliament. The project
manager will act as the sole contact point for the European Parliament and the only person to whom it
communicates its requirements. The project manager will propose teaching, organisational and
administrative solutions (including in connection with billing and payments) which he will implement once the
European Parliament has given its approval. He must have CEF (Common European Framework) level C1
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proficiency in English and French (understanding, speaking, writing)
(http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/linguistic/cadre1_FR.asp?) and be able to demonstrate a very good knowledge of
and experience in the management of projects of this kind.

He will also follow up administrative matters with the European Parliament. If the contractor is a
member of a group of economic operators, the project manager will be employed by the ‘lead’
contractor and will liaise between the members of the group, for whom he will act as the spokesman.

Should the contractor wish to change project manager during the performance of the contract, he
must notify this intention to the European Parliament in writing and provide reasons. With a view to
ensuring continued sound management of the framework contract, the European Parliament reserves
the right to reject any nominations it regards as incompatible with the tasks a project manager is
required to carry out.

The project manager will be required to undergo formal accreditation and approval by the European
Parliament.

The project manager will also be required to:

- provide the necessary technical expertise in connection with identifying and formally establishing
training requirements;

- propose the ‘training solutions’ that will be the most effective in terms of getting knowledge across;

- oversee the entire process of developing the training service ordered by the European Parliament.

The European Parliament reserves the right to require, without providing prior notice, that any project
manager who fails to meet the requirements set out in this section or the general requirements
regarding discretion set out in the general terms and conditions should be replaced.

All costs relating to the project manager will be borne by the contractor.

2.11.3 Instructors’ responsibilities

Instructors must prepare the training courses for which they are responsible to the best of their abilities, work
to a high standard, comply with the company’s and the profession’s ethical standards and achieve the training
goals.

In this connection, the minimum requirements are as follows:

 Making appropriate and timely preparations for courses, to include: finding out about the participants
(number, level, expectations), liaising with any other instructors involved in the course and ensuring that
all logistical arrangements are made on time (including the provision of documentation and teaching
materials - e.g. online publication and help features, duplication and transfer);

 Ensuring that the training goals are achieved to the fullest possible extent for all participants and the
training has the greatest possible impact;

 Explaining the training goals to participants in a clear and precise manner at the start of each session
and before starting each new theme and answering participants’ questions clearly and precisely.

 The European Parliament will forward training assessment findings to the contractor so that the latter may
make any necessary adjustments to the content, the programme and/or teaching methods, in cooperation
with the various training departments. The contractor undertakes to forward assessment findings to
instructors at the earliest opportunity, with due regard for European Parliament data protection
requirements.
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Where necessary, and before holding a training session in a European Parliament building, instructors must
familiarise themselves with the evacuation procedure for the building and, in the event of an evacuation, must
follow the evacuation instructions to the letter, including the requirement to pass on information to the people
present in the room and proceed to the assembly point with a list of the people present in the room. Instructors
who have a permanent pass to European Parliament buildings must complete basic in-house training in
European Parliament evacuation procedures. The European Parliament will not contribute towards the costs
(transport, accommodation, etc.) incurred in this connection.

3 PARTICIPATION IN THE TENDER PROCEDURE

Participation in this tender procedure is open on equal terms to all natural or legal persons and public entities
in a European Union Member State and to all natural and legal persons and public entities of a third country
which has concluded a specific public-procurement agreement with the Union giving them access to the
contract which is the subject of this invitation to tender and on the terms laid down by that agreement.

In order to ascertain the eligibility of tenderers, they must indicate in their tenders the country in which they
have their registered office or in which they are domiciled. They must also submit the proof required under
their national law or other, equivalent proof enabling the European Parliament to check where they come
from.

4 GROUPS OF ECONOMIC OPERATORS

If the tender is submitted by a group of economic operators, Annex V must be completed and included with
it.

Groups of economic operators may submit a tender. The European Parliament reserves the right to require
the group selected to have a given legal form if this is necessary for the proper performance of the contract.
This requirement may be communicated by the European Parliament at any time during the contract award
procedure, but at all events before the contract is signed.

The group of economic operators will provide proof of its legal form by the time the contract - if awarded to it
- is signed. This may take one of the following forms:

 an entity with legal personality recognised by a Member State;

 an entity without legal personality but offering sufficient protection of the European Parliament's
contractual interests (depending on the Member State concerned, this may be, for example, a consortium
or a temporary partnership);

 the signature by all the partners of a type of ‘power of attorney’ or equivalent document confirming a form
of cooperation.

The group’s actual status will be established by any document or agreement signed by the members of the
group, which will be appended to the tender.

Those documents or agreements may exceptionally be modified and/or submitted after the time limit for
submission of a tender, but under no circumstances after the outcome of the invitation to tender has been
communicated to the tenderers concerned. The European Parliament reserves the right to reject a tender if
the terms of agreements between the members of a group are modified during the procedure, if those terms
make no provision for the joint and several liability of the group's members or if no agreement with legal force
has been submitted with the tender.

The European Parliament may accept other legal forms not referred to above, provided that they ensure the
parties’ joint and several liability and are compatible with performance of the contract. At all events, it should
be noted that, in the contract to be signed with the group, the European Parliament will refer expressly to the
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existence of such joint and several liability. In addition, it reserves the right to require, contractually, the
appointment of an authorised representative who may represent the members and who is empowered, inter
alia, to issue invoices on behalf of the other members.

Tenders from groups of economic operators must specify the role, qualifications and experience of each of
the members of the group. The tender will be submitted jointly by the economic operators, who will also
assume joint and several liability for the tender submission.

In the case of a group of economic operators, each member will furnish proof of right of access to the contract
(eligibility), as well as proof concerning compliance with the exclusion and selection criteria. With regard to
the selection criteria, the European Parliament may rely on the capacity of the other members of the group
in order to establish whether the tenderer will have the resources needed to perform the contract. In this case
an undertaking will be required from those members stating that they will make available to the other
members the resources needed to perform the contract.

5 SUBCONTRACTING

Subcontracting is permitted.

If the tenderer uses subcontractors, Annex VI must be completed and included with the tender.

The tender will give details, as far as possible, of that part of the contract which the tenderer proposes to
subcontract and the identity of the subcontractors. During the contract award procedure or the performance
of the contract, the European Parliament reserves the right to require tenderers to supply information about
the financial, economic, technical and professional capacity of the proposed subcontractor(s). Likewise, the
European Parliament may demand the requisite proof to establish whether the subcontractors comply with
the requisite exclusion criteria. Tenderers are hereby informed that proposed subcontractors may not be in
one of the situations described in Articles 106, 107 and 109 of the Financial Regulation, which entail exclusion
from participation in a contract issued by the European Union.

The European Parliament will verify whether the envisaged subcontractors, when subcontracting represents
a significant part of the contract, fulfil the relevant selection criteria.

The European Parliament is entitled to reject any subcontractor who does not comply with the exclusion
criteria (see point II.11) or the selection criteria (see point II.12).

Furthermore, the European Parliament must be informed by the Contractor of any subsequent use of
subcontracting not provided for in the tender. The authorising officer responsible reserves the right to accept
or reject the proposed subcontractor. Accordingly, it may demand the requisite proof to establish whether a
subcontractor complies with the requisite criteria. The European Parliament’s authorisation will always be
granted in writing.

If the contract is awarded to a tenderer who proposes a subcontractor in his tender, this equates to giving
consent for the subcontracting.

6 VARIANTS

Variants are not permitted.

7 PRICES

Prices will be revised in accordance with the terms set out in the framework contract.

Pursuant to Article 3 of the Protocol on the privileges and immunities of the European Union, the price
quotation will be submitted excluding VAT and other equivalent indirect taxes.
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The price quoted must be all-inclusive and expressed in euros, including for countries which are not part of
the euro zone. For tenderers in those countries, the amount of the tender may not be revised in line with
exchange rate movements. It is for the tenderer to select an exchange rate and accept the risks or the benefits
deriving from any variation.

Tenderers will submit a separate price for each of the lots in respect of which they submit a tender. For the
submission of a tender covering several lots, a reduced overall price may be quoted if all the lots are awarded
to the tenderer concerned. However, that overall price will not be taken into consideration for the assessment
of the tenders submitted. The assessment will take account only of the separate prices for each of the lots
for which the tenderer submits a bid.

8 ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

The European Parliament's environmental policy

Tenderers will undertake to comply with the environmental legislation in force in the field of the contract,
should it be awarded to them. It should be noted in this connection that the European Parliament applies the
EMAS environmental management system in accordance with Regulation (EC) No 1221/2009 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2009. Information about EMAS is provided by the
authorising department in Annex [II] to these specifications. The successful tenderer will be required to ensure
that the information provided by the European Parliament on the EMAS programme in general, and more
specifically on the implementation of environmental measures in practice, is known by all his staff working for
the European Parliament. At the European Parliament's request the successful tenderer may be required to
certify that anyone assigned to work under the contract has received the appropriate professional training
required (technical, safety and environmental training) concerning compliance with safety rules and correct
handling of the equipment and products to be used, including action to be taken in the event of incorrect
handling or any other incidents. Upon request, the successful tenderer will also supply the requisite
information for European Parliament staff on the environmental measures to be taken with regard to the
products used in connection with performance of the contract.

9 POLICY ON THE PROMOTION OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES

Tenderers will undertake to observe a policy on the promotion of equality and diversity in the performance of
the contract, should it be awarded to them, by applying the principles of non-discrimination and equality set
out in the Community Treaties in full and in their entirety. More particularly, the tenderer awarded the contract
will undertake to establish, maintain and promote an open and inclusive working environment which respects
human dignity and the principles of equal opportunities, based on three main elements:

 equality between men and women;

 employment and integration of disabled persons;

 the removal of all obstacles to recruitment and all potential discrimination based on sex, race or ethnic
origin, religion or convictions, disability, age or sexual orientation.

10 PERFORMANCE OF FRAMEWORK CONTRACTS

The framework contracts will be performed on the basis of order forms, to be signed following the application
of a system whereby orders are placed without competition being reopened.

The establishment of this system will entail a maximum of three framework contracts being signed with the
first 3 (three) economic operators, ranked in descending order upon completion of the evaluation of the
tenders submitted.
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When an order is to be placed and before the corresponding order form is issued, the European Parliament
will contact the economic operator ranked first and, if he is unavailable, the second, and then, on the same
terms, possibly the third.

Where an economic operator refuses to perform a specific order, he may not cite any reasons other than
those laid down in the contract.

In principle, the ranking of the contractors will remain unchanged throughout the duration of the framework
contract unless the terminations or re-rankings provided for in the preceding paragraph take place.

10.1 Presentation of an order form

Order forms will stipulate the terms of performance, especially:

 the framework contract references;

 the name of contractor;

 the type of services;

 a detailed description of the service(s);

 the language(s) in which the service is to be provided;

 the performance dates and venues;

 the amount in euro.

10.2 Time period

Where the European Parliament places an order for ‘standard’ training, the time limit will be a maximum of 4
(four) calendar weeks from the date of despatch of the order form.

Where the European Parliament places an order for ‘bespoke’ training, the time limit for delivery of the
preparatory work (programme and/or teaching process and/or user manual and/or instructor’s profile) will be
a maximum of 4 (four) calendar weeks from the date of despatch of the order form. Sessions must commence
by no later than the eighth calendar week from the date of despatch of the order form.

The time limit for performance of tasks will commence on the date of signature of the order form.

10.3 Documentation and information

The contractor will provide an electronic description sheet for each training course ordered (in English and
French) within three calendar weeks of the first order. Those sheets will be provided in the format specified
by the European Parliament. The sheets will contain details of at least the following: training goals, target
group, content, programme, teaching method and reading guidelines.

Every year the contractor will also send the European Parliament free copies of his official catalogue(s) or,
where he has none, of the list(s) of all proposed training courses and a website address where the
catalogue/list is available online. Furthermore, the contractor will advise the European Parliament of any new
classroom training course proposed in fields relating to the subject of this invitation to tender. Similarly, where
classroom training is no longer organised in this field, the contractor will advise the European Parliament
immediately. In that specific instance, the European Parliament reserves the right to contact the second
contractor on the list and so on (cascade principle). This will not means that the framework contract with the
first contractor has been terminated.
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10.4 Reports

Every year, 6 (six) weeks before the anniversary of the signing of the contract, the contractor will send the
European Parliament a written report on all the services provided to the European Parliament in the previous
year, setting out details of the number of training courses and participants and the dates and prices for the
period under review and including an educational analysis of the training activities. This report will also
contain recommendations for future management of projects already under way or yet to be developed and
for improving the various quality management and invoicing processes or the staff in charge of training
activities, as compared with the Quality Plan submitted in the tender. This report will be drawn up at the
contractor’s expense.

10.5 Meetings

In principle, the European Parliament will convene a minimum of one meeting a year and as and when
necessary with the project manager and with any other member of his team and ad hoc meetings with
instructors in order to coordinate and harmonise instructors’ activities.
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PART II – EXCLUSION, SELECTION AND AWARD CRITERIA

11 EXCLUSION CRITERIA

The full texts of Articles 106, 107 and 108 of the Financial Regulation on exclusion criteria
and their application are available in the Official Journal of the European Union, No L-286
published on 30th October 2015, pages 1-29.

Article 106 of the Financial Regulation (extracts): only sections 1, 4, 7 and 8 are reproduced hereafter.

1. The contracting authority shall exclude an economic operator from participating in procurement
procedures governed by this Regulation where:

a) the economic operator is bankrupt, subject to insolvency or winding-up procedures, where its assets
are being administered by a liquidator or by a court, where it is in an arrangement with creditors, where its
business activities are suspended, or where it is in any analogous situation arising from a similar procedure
provided for under national laws or regulations;

b) it has been established by a final judgment or a final administrative decision that the economic
operator is in breach of its obligations relating to the payment of taxes or social security contributions in
accordance with the law of the country in which it is established, with those of the country in which the
contracting authority is located or those of the country of the performance of the contract;

c) it has been established by a final judgment or a final administrative decision that the economic
operator is guilty of grave professional misconduct by having violated applicable laws or regulations or ethical
standards of the profession to which the economic operator belongs, or by having engaged in any wrongful
conduct which has an impact on its professional credibility where such conduct denotes wrongful intent or
gross negligence, including, in particular, any of the following:

i) fraudulently or negligently misrepresenting information required for the verification of the absence of
grounds for exclusion or the fulfilment of selection criteria or in the performance of a contract;

ii) entering into agreement with other economic operators with the aim of distorting competition;

iii) violating intellectual property rights;

iv) attempting to influence the decision-making process of the contracting authority during the
procurement procedure;

v) attempting to obtain confidential information that may confer upon it undue advantages in the
procurement procedure;

d) it has been established by a final judgment that the economic operator is guilty of any of the following:

i) fraud, within the meaning of Article 1 of the Convention on the protection of the European
Communities' financial interests, drawn up by the Council Act of 26 July 19951;

ii) corruption, as defined in Article 3 of the Convention on the fight against corruption involving officials
of the European Communities or officials of Member States of the European Union, drawn up by the Council

1 OJ C 316, 27.11.1995, p. 48.
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Act of 26 May 1997 2, and in Article 2(1) of Council Framework Decision 2003/568/JHA3, as well as corruption
as defined in the law of the country where the contracting authority is located, the country in which the
economic operator is established or the country of the performance of the contract;

iii) participation in a criminal organisation, as defined in Article 2 of Council Framework Decision
2008/841/JHA;4;

iv) money laundering or terrorist financing, as defined in Article 1 of Directive 2005/60/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council5;

v) terrorist-related offences or offences linked to terrorist activities, as defined in Articles 1 and 3 of
Council Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA 6, respectively, or inciting, aiding, abetting or attempting to
commit such offences, as referred to in Article 4 of that Decision;

vi) child labour or other forms of trafficking in human beings as defined in Article 2 of Directive
2011/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council7;

e) the economic operator has shown significant deficiencies in complying with main obligations in the
performance of a contract financed by the budget, which has led to its early termination or to the application
of liquidated damages or other contractual penalties, or which has been discovered following checks, audits
or investigations by an authorising officer, OLAF or the Court of Auditors;

f) it has been established by a final judgment or final administrative decision that the economic operator
has committed an irregularity within the meaning of Article 1(2) of Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No
2988/958.

4. The contracting authority shall also exclude the economic operator where a person who is a member
of the administrative, management or supervisory body of that economic operator, or who has powers of
representation, decision or control with regard to that economic operator, is in one or more of the situations
referred to in points (c) to (f) of paragraph 1. The contracting authority shall also exclude the economic

2 OJ C 195, 25.6.1997, p. 1.

3 Council Framework Decision 2003/568/JHA of 22 July 2003 on combating corruption in the private sector (OJ L
192, 31.7.2003, p. 54).

4 Council Framework Decision 2008/841/JHA of 24 October 2008 on the fight against organised crime (OJ L 300,
11.11.2008, p. 42).

5 Directive 2005/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 October 2005 on the prevention of the
use of the financial system for the purpose of money laundering and terrorist financing (OJ L 309, 25.11.2005, p.
15).

6 Council Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA of 13 June 2002 on combating terrorism (OJ L 164, 22.6.2002, p. 3).

7 Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 April 2011 on preventing and combating
trafficking in human beings and protecting its victims, and replacing Council Framework Decision 2002/629/JHA (OJ
L 101, 15.4.2011, p. 1).

8 Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 2988/95 of 18 December 1995 on the protection of the European Communities
financial interests (OJ L 312, 23.12.1995, p. 1)
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operator where a natural or legal person that assumes unlimited liability for the debts of that economic
operator is in one or more of the situations referred to in point (a) or (b) of paragraph 1.

7. The contracting authority, (..), shall not exclude an economic operator from participating in a
procurement procedure where:

a) the economic operator has taken remedial measures specified in paragraph 8 of this Article, thus
demonstrating its reliability. This point will not apply in the case referred to in point (d) of paragraph 1 of this
Article;

b) it is indispensable to ensure the continuity of service, for a limited duration and pending the adoption
of remedial measures specified in paragraph 8 of Article 106;

c) such an exclusion would be disproportionate (…).

In addition, point (a) of paragraph 1 of this Article will not apply in the case of the purchase of supplies on
particularly advantageous terms from either a supplier which is definitively winding up its business activities
or the liquidators in an insolvency procedure, an arrangement with creditors, or a similar procedure under
national law.

(…)

8. The measures referred to in paragraph 7, which remedy the exclusion situation may include, in
particular:

a) measures to identify the origin of the situations giving rise to exclusion and concrete technical,
organisational and personnel measures within the relevant business area of the economic operator,
appropriate to correct the conduct and prevent its further occurrence;

b) proof that the economic operator has undertaken measures to compensate or redress the damage or
harm caused to the Union's financial interests by the underlying facts giving rise to the exclusion situation;

c) proof that the economic operator has paid or secured the payment of any fine imposed by the
competent authority or of any taxes or social security contributions referred to in point (b) of paragraph 1.

Article 107 of the Financial Regulation (extracts): only sections 1 and 2 are reproduced hereafter.

Rejection from a given procurement procedure

1. The contracting authority shall not award a contract for a given procurement procedure to an
economic operator who:

a) is in an exclusion situation established in accordance with Article 106;

b) has misrepresented the information required as a condition for participating in the procedure or has
failed to supply that information;

c) was previously involved in the preparation of procurement documents where this entails a distortion
of competition that cannot be remedied otherwise.

2. Before taking a decision to reject an economic operator from a given procurement procedure, the
contracting authority shall give the economic operator the opportunity to submit its observations, unless the
rejection has been justified in accordance with point (a) of paragraph 1 by an exclusion decision taken with
regard to the economic operator, following an examination of its observations.

The tenderer is invited to complete Annex III, which lists the exclusion criteria.
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Evaluation of the exclusion criteria

1. All tenderers must submit the declaration on the tenderer’s honour, duly dated and signed, which is set
out in Annex III.

2. The tenderer to whom the contract is to be awarded will be required, within 14 calendar days of the date
of notification of the provisional award of the contract and before the contract is signed, to supply the
following documentary evidence:

- a recent extract from the judicial record or, failing that, a recent equivalent document issued by a
judicial or administrative authority in its country of establishment showing that the economic
operator to whom the contract is to be awarded is not in one of the situations referred to in Article
106(1)(a), (c), (d) or (f) of the Financial Regulation; the same will apply to persons listed in Article
106 (4) of the Financial Regulation;

- a recent certificate issued by the competent authority of the State concerned proving that the
tenderer is not in the situation referred to in Article 106(1)(a) and (b) of the Financial Regulation;

- where the documents or certificates referred to above are not issued in the country concerned,
and in respect of the other exclusion situations referred to in Article 106 of the Financial
Regulation, they may be replaced by a sworn or, failing that, a solemn statement made by the
interested party before a judicial or administrative authority, a notary or a qualified professional
body in his country of establishment.

3. The tenderer to whom the contract is to be awarded shall be exempt from the requirement to submit the
documentary evidence referred to in paragraph 2 in case of international organisations acting as tenderer,
if the contracting authority can access documentary evidence on a national database free of charge or if
such evidence has already been submitted to it for the purposes of another procurement procedure and
provided that the issuing date of the documents does not exceed one year and they are still valid. In such
cases, the tenderer shall attest on his honour that the supporting documents have already been provided
in a previous procurement procedure, which he will identify, and that no changes in his situation have
occurred.

12 SELECTION CRITERIA

12.1 Legal and regulatory capacity

The tenderer is required to fulfil at least one of the following conditions:

a) be enrolled in a relevant professional or trade register, except for international organisations;

b) for service contracts, hold a particular authorisation proving that it is authorised to perform the contract
in its country of establishment or be a member of a specific professional organisation.

12.2 Proof of status and legal capacity

Tenderers shall provide proof that they are authorised to perform the contract under their national law. To do
so, they shall submit one or more supporting documents substantiating that authorisation. The European
Parliament shall accept entries in the trade, professional or VAT register, a sworn declaration or a certificate
attesting membership of a specific organisation as supporting documents. If none of these documents
provides the requisite proof to substantiate and assess the existence of such authorisation, the European
Parliament may accept other equivalent official documents furnished by the tenderer. Where no such proof
is submitted, the European Parliament reserves the right to deem the tender inadmissible.
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In the case of groups of economic operators, each member shall be asked to furnish proof of authorisation
to produce the subject of the contract.

12.3 Financial and economic capacity

Tenderers must have sufficient economic and financial capacity to enable them to perform the contract in
compliance with the contractual provisions, taking into account its value and scale. If, on the basis of the
information supplied by the tenderer, the European Parliament has doubts about a tenderer’s financial
resources, or if these are insufficient for performance of the contract, the tender may be rejected without the
tenderer being entitled to claim any financial compensation.

In respect of the contract which is the subject of this invitation to tender, the European Parliament requires
tenderers to have minimum financial and economic resources, which shall be assessed on the basis of the
following information:

- for each lot for which it is bidding, a minimum average annual consolidated turnover for the last
three years for which accounts have been closed which is equal to, or exceeds, the amounts per
lot indicated in the table below; operating profit over the last three financial years;

Lot Amount

1 €375 000

2 €250 000

3 €125 000

4 €100 000

Financial and economic capacity will be assessed on the basis of the information included in the following
documents, to be supplied by tenderers:

- balance sheets, profit and loss accounts and any other related financial information for at least
the last three financial years, where publication of the balance sheet is required under the
company law of the country in which the economic operator is established;

- a statement of overall turnover and turnover related to the field of the contract during a period
covering the last three financial years.

If tenderers are unable to provide the references requested, they may prove their economic and financial
capacity by any other means which the European Parliament considers appropriate.

The tenderer may also rely on the capacity of other entities, irrespective of the legal nature of the links
between him and those entities. In that case, he must prove to the European Parliament that he will have the
resources needed to perform the contract, for instance by providing an assurance of the undertaking by those
entities to make them available to him. In that case the European Parliament is entitled to refuse the
application or the tender submitted if it has doubts about the undertaking by the third party or about that
party’s financial capacity.

On the same basis, a consortium of economic operators may rely on the capacity of members of the group
or of other entities.
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Tenderers may also rely on the economic capacities of one or more subcontractors in so far as they undertake
to take part in the process of performing the contract. In such instances, the European Parliament will assess
the capacities of the subcontractor(s) in the light of the extent to which the latter is/are involved in performing
the contract.

12.4 Technical and professional capacity

Tenderers must have sufficient technical and professional capacity to enable them to perform the contract in
compliance with the contractual provisions, taking into account its value and scale. If, on the basis of the
information provided by the tenderer, the European Parliament has any doubts about its technical and
professional resources or if these prove insufficient for the performance of the contract, the tender may be
rejected without the tenderer being entitled to any financial compensation.

In respect of the contract which is the subject of this invitation to tender the European Parliament requires
tenderers to have the following technical and professional capacity:

1) A capacity to plan, organise and provide standard training courses covering the subjects explicitly
described in the lots for which they are bidding.

Full catalogue(s)/listing(s) of all classroom training proposed by the tenderer for all target groups in safety,
security, fire-fighting, occupational first aid and operational aspects of a security control centre in force on the
tender date (2017) or any other equivalent document(s) must be attached to tenderers’ bids.

2) At least 3 (three) years’ experience of planning, organising and providing standard training covering the
subjects explicitly described in the lots for which they are bidding.

Full catalogue(s)/listing(s) of all classroom training in each of the three previous years (2014, 2015 and 2016)
proposed by the tenderer for all target groups in security, fire-fighting, occupational first aid and operational
aspects of a security control centre must be attached to tenderers’ bids.

3) 3) For lot 3 only, tenderers must prove that they have at least 5 (five) years’ experience of training of
national and international bodies in the fields specified.

4) At least 3 (three) years’ experience of planning, organising and providing bespoke training covering the
subjects explicitly described in the lots for which they are bidding. This measure does not apply to lot 4
(SSIAP).

Tenderers shall include a list of at least 3 (three) bespoke training courses designed by the tenderer and
actually held between 2014 and the present date in their bid. Tenderers must state the exact title and
objectives and give a summary of the content of each training course, the duration of each training course,
the number of trainees, the instructors’ profile etc. Tenderers shall attach to the list a certificate attesting to
the standard of services provided for each of the above training courses.

5) A statement by the tenderer indicating the number of instructors who will be available to the contractor to
participate in providing the services described in point 2 of these specifications and at least 3 standard CVs
per lot.

6) For each of the years 2014, 2015 and 2016, a declaration by the tenderer containing details of the total
permanent staff of instructors and, where applicable, the proportion of freelance instructors.

Any false declaration by the tenderer shall result in automatic exclusion.

13 AWARD CRITERIA
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The contract shall be awarded to the 3 (three) most economically advantageous bids, taking account of the
standard of services offered, evaluated on the basis of the requirements and clarifications contained in these
specifications, and the price.

Bids shall be evaluated out of a maximum of 70 points for all qualitative criteria and a maximum of 30 points
for the price criterion.

13.1 LOTS 1, 2 and 3

13.1.1 Criterion 1: ‘Standard training courses’ out of 60 points (minimum required 40 points)

Presentation of 4 (four) ‘standard’ training courses per lot for which the tenderer is bidding, regarded by the
tenderer as being the most representative and the most relevant of the full catalogue(s)/listing(s) attached to
the bid. These training courses shall be evaluated on the basis of the following sub-criteria:

 relevance, interest, quality, precision, structure and comprehensiveness of instructor’s manual for the
4 (four) training courses selected, especially in relation to the specific environment of the European
Parliament (max. 15 points);

 quality of courses offered, especially the description of the objectives and identification of the target
public (max. 15 points);

 teaching methods used, especially variety, practical organisation, evaluation and active participation
by the public (max. 15 points);

 technical equipment used during training (max. 8 points);

 relevant list of ‘standard’ training courses proposed concerning the subject of this invitation to tender.
This list shall be drawn up on the basis of the official catalogues of training courses or, failing that, of
the full listings, and must be presented in Excel format copied onto a USB stick (max. 7 points).

13.1.2 Criterion 2: ‘Bespoke training courses’ out of 10 points (minimum required 7 points)

For each lot for which he is bidding, the tenderer should present 1 (one) bespoke training course specific to
the lot. This course will be assessed on the basis of the following criteria:

 The methodology to be used in preliminary research for and creation and delivery within the required
time limit of any bespoke training requested from him by the European Parliament, presented in a
commonly accepted format for project management (Gantt or Pert diagram, presented in pdf format
on a USB stick) (max. 6 points);

 The components and the order of preference of the main parameters to be taken into account and
the logistic and innovative elements for the successful performance of the task. This information shall
be presented in table form with an indication of the degree of priority ranging from 1 (the highest) to
4 (the lowest) for each item. The items selected are analysis, design, development, implementation
and assessment. The data shall be presented on the basis of the tables in Annex IX, in pdf format on
a USB stick. The substantiating documents, if required, shall be submitted in the same form (max. 4
points).
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13.1.3 Criterion 3: ‘Price’ out of 30 points

The tenderer shall offer a price per day’s training for each of the courses in the lot(s) for which he is bidding,
and the price of the bespoke training presented under ‘Criterion 2’ above, breaking it down into ‘Planning and
preparation’ and a day of training delivery.

Separately for each lot 1, 2 and/or 3, the price to be taken into account for the purpose of calculating the
criterion shall be constituted as follows:

The price per day announced for each course shall be multiplied by the number of days of training planned,
as follows:

(price per day X number of days of training) = total price per item.

The sum of the total prices per item constitutes the total price of courses, as follows:

(∑ total price per item) = total price of the courses

A weighting shall be applied to the total price of the courses and the total price of the bespoke training. These
two prices shall be added together to arrive at the total price of the bid, as follows:

([total price of courses making up the lot] X 0.95) + ([total price of the bespoke training] X 0.05) = total price
of the bid

The criterion shall be calculated as follows: total price of the lowest bid x 30

price of the tenderer’s bid

Bids shall be evaluated out of a maximum of 70 points for all qualitative criteria and a maximum of 30 points
for the price criterion.

The contract shall be awarded to the 3 (three) bids that offer the best value for money, taking into account
the criteria stated above and the price.

Method for calculating the bid, with a view to ranking: price score + quality score.

13.2 LOT 4 (SSIAP)

Lot 4, SSIAP, corresponds to a diploma which is awarded only on the basis of an examination organised by
the French Ministry of the Interior and on the basis of training carried out by operators accredited by that
Ministry. The programme and arrangements for it are laid down by ministerial order.

Bids shall be evaluated out of a maximum of 70 points for all qualitative criteria and a maximum of 30 points
for the price criterion.

The contract shall be awarded to the 3 (three) most economically advantageous bids, taking account of the
standard of services offered, evaluated on the basis of the requirements and clarifications contained in these
specifications, and the price.

13.2.1 Criterion 1: ‘Standard training courses’ out of 70 points (minimum required 56 points)

Presentation of 3 (three) ‘standard’ training courses by the tenderer, corresponding to the three courses in
the lot. These courses shall be evaluated on the basis of the following criteria:
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 Quality of training material (max. 19 points);

 Quality of methodology (max. 19 points);

 Quality of preparation for the examination (max. 19 points);

 Technical equipment used during training (max. 13 points);

13.2.2 Criterion 2: ‘Price’ out of 30 points

The tenderer shall offer a price per day of training for each of the courses in the lot.

The price to be taken into account for the purpose of calculating the criterion shall be constituted as follows :

The price day announced for each course shall be multiplied by the number of days of training planned, as
follows:

(price per day X number of days of training) = total price per item.

The sum of the total prices per item constitutes the total prices of courses, as follows:

(∑ total price per item) = total prices of courses

The criterion shall be calculated as follows: lowest price x 30

tender price

Method for calculating the bid, with a view to ranking: price score + quality score.
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Annex [II]: The European Parliament’s environmental policy

http://www.epintranet.ep.parl.union.eu/files/live/sites/refin/files/shared/admin_live_finance/budget_public_m
arkets/models_letters_specifications/annexes_emas/annexes_emas_note_word/politique_environ_en.doc
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Annex [III]: Declaration on the tenderer’s honour concerning the exclusion and selection criteria

The undersigned [insert name of the signatory of this form], representing:

(only for natural persons) himself
or herself

(only for legal persons) the following legal person:

ID or passport number:

(‘the person’)

Full official name:

Official legal form:

Statutory registration number:

Full official address:

VAT registration number:

(‘the person’)

I – SITUATION OF EXCLUSION CONCERNING THE PERSON

1) declares that the above-mentioned person is in one of the following situations: YES NO

a) is bankrupt, subject to insolvency or winding up procedures, his/her/its assets
are being administered by a liquidator or by a court, he/she/it is in an
arrangement with creditors, his/her/its business activities are suspended or
he/she/it is in any analogous situation arising from a similar procedure provided
for under national legislation or regulations;

b) it has been established by a final judgement or a final administrative decision
that the person is in breach of his/her/its obligations relating to the payment of
taxes or social security contributions in accordance with the law of the country
in which he/she/it is established, with those of the country in which the
contracting authority is located or those of the country of the performance of the
contract;

c) it has been established by a final judgement or a final administrative decision
that the person is guilty of grave professional misconduct by having violated
applicable laws or regulations or ethical standards of the profession to which the
person belongs, or by having engaged in any wrongful conduct which has an
impact on his/her/its professional credibility where such conduct denotes
wrongful intent or gross negligence, including, in particular, any of the following:

i) fraudulently or negligently misrepresenting information required for the
verification of the absence of grounds for exclusion or the fulfilment of selection
criteria or in the performance of a contract;
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ii) entering into agreement with other persons with the aim of distorting
competition;

iii) violating intellectual property rights;

iv) attempting to influence the decision-making process of the contracting
authority during the award procedure;

v) attempting to obtain confidential information that may confer upon him/her/it
undue advantages in the award procedure;

d) it has been established by a final judgement that the person is guilty of the
following:

i) fraud, within the meaning of Article 1 of the Convention on the protection of
the European Communities' financial interests, drawn up by the Council Act of
26 July 1995;

ii) corruption, as defined in Article 3 of the Convention on the fight against
corruption involving officials of the European Communities or officials of EU
Member States, drawn up by the Council Act of 26 May 1997, and in Article
2(1) of Council Framework Decision 2003/568/JHA, as well as corruption as
defined in the legal provisions of the country where the contracting authority is
located, the country in which the person is established or the country of the
performance of the contract;

iii) participation in a criminal organisation, as defined in Article 2 of Council
Framework Decision 2008/841/JHA;

iv) money laundering or terrorist financing, as defined in Article 1 of Directive
2005/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council;

v) terrorist-related offences or offences linked to terrorist activities, as defined
in Articles 1 and 3 of Council Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA, respectively,
or inciting, aiding, abetting or attempting to commit such offences, as referred
to in Article 4 of that Decision;

vi) child labour or other forms of trafficking in human beings as defined in Article
2 of Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council;

e) the person has shown significant deficiencies in complying with the main
obligations in the performance of a contract financed by the Union’s budget,
which has led to its early termination or to the application of liquidated damages
or other contractual penalties, or which has been discovered following checks,
audits or investigations by an Authorising Officer, OLAF or the Court of Auditors;
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f) it has been established by a final judgment or final administrative decision that
the person has committed an irregularity within the meaning of Article 1(2) of
Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 2988/95;

g) for the situations of grave professional misconduct, fraud, corruption, other
criminal offences, significant deficiencies in the performance of the contract or
irregularity, the applicant is subject to:

i. facts established in the context of audits or investigations carried out by
the Court of Auditors, OLAF or internal audit, or any other check, audit
or control performed under the responsibility of an authorising officer of
an EU institution, of a European office or of an EU agency or body;

ii. non-final administrative decisions which may include disciplinary
measures taken by the competent supervisory body responsible for the
verification of the application of standards of professional ethics;

iii. decisions of the ECB, the EIB, the European Investment Fund or
international organisations;

iv. decisions of the Commission relating to the infringement of the Union's
competition rules or of a national competent authority relating to the
infringement of Union or national competition law; or

v. decisions of exclusion by an authorising officer of an EU institution, of a
European office or of an EU agency or body.

II – SITUATIONS OF EXCLUSION CONCERNING NATURAL OR LEGAL PERSONS WITH POWER OF REPRESENTATION,
DECISION-MAKING OR CONTROL OVER THE LEGAL PERSON

Not applicable to natural persons, Member States and local authorities

2) declares that a natural or legal person who is a member of the
administrative, management or supervisory body of the above-mentioned
legal person, or who has powers of representation, decision or control
with regard to the above-mentioned legal person (this covers company
directors, members of management or supervisory bodies, and cases
where one natural person holds a majority of shares) is in one of the
following situations:

YES NO N/A

Situation (c) above (grave professional misconduct)

Situation (d) above (fraud, corruption or other criminal offence)

Situation (e) above (significant deficiencies in performance of a contract )

Situation (f) above (irregularity)
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III – SITUATIONS OF EXCLUSION CONCERNING NATURAL OR LEGAL PERSONS ASSUMING UNLIMITED LIABILITY
FOR THE DEBTS OF THE LEGAL PERSON

3) declares that a natural or legal person that assumes unlimited liability for
the debts of the above-mentioned legal person is in one of the following
situations:

YES NO N/A

Situation (a) above (bankruptcy)

Situation (b) above (breach in payment of taxes or social security
contributions)

IV – GROUNDS FOR REJECTION FROM THIS PROCEDURE

4) declares that the above-mentioned person: YES NO

h) has distorted competition by being previously involved in the preparation of
procurement documents for this procurement procedure.

V – REMEDIAL MEASURES

If the person declares one of the situations of exclusion listed above, he/she/it must indicate measures that
he/she/it has taken to remedy the exclusion situation, thus demonstrating his/her/its reliability. This may
include e.g. technical, organisational and personnel measures to prevent further occurrence, compensation
of damage or payment of fines. The relevant documentary evidence which illustrates the remedial measures
taken must be provided in an annex to this declaration. This does not apply for situations referred in point (d)
of this declaration.

VI – EVIDENCE UPON REQUEST

Upon request and within the time limit set by the contracting authority the person must provide information
on the persons that are members of the administrative, management or supervisory body. He/she/it must
also provide the following evidence concerning actual the person and concerning the natural or legal persons
which assume unlimited liability for the debt of the person:

For situations described in (a), (c), (d) or (f), production of a recent extract from the judicial record is
required or, failing that, an equivalent document recently issued by a judicial or administrative authority
in the country of establishment of the person showing that those requirements are satisfied.

For situations described in (a) or (b), production of recent certificates issued by the competent authorities of
the State concerned are required. These documents must provide evidence covering all taxes and social
security contributions for which the person is liable, including for example VAT, income tax (natural persons
only), company tax (legal persons only) and social security contributions. Where any document described
above is not issued in the country concerned, it may be replaced by a sworn statement made before a judicial
authority or notary or, failing that, a solemn statement made before an administrative authority or a qualified
professional body in its country of establishment.
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The person is not required to submit the evidence if it has already been submitted for another procurement
procedure. The documents must have been issued no more than one year before the date of their request
by the contracting authority and must still be valid at that date.

The signatory declares that the person has already provided the documentary evidence for a previous
procedure and confirms that there has been no change in its situation:

Document reference Full reference to previous procedure

Insert as many lines as necessary.

VII – SELECTION CRITERIA

5) declares that the above-mentioned person complies with the
selection criteria applicable to him/her/it individually as provided in
the tender specifications:

YES NO N/A

a) He/she/it has the legal and regulatory capacity to pursue the
professional activity needed for performing the contract as required
in sections II.1 and II.2.1 of the tender specifications;

b) he/she/it fulfils the applicable economic and financial criteria
indicated in section II.2.2 of the tender specifications;

c) he/she/it fulfils the applicable technical and professional criteria
indicated in section II.2.3 of the tender specifications.

6) if the above-mentioned person is the sole tenderer or the leader in
the case of a joint tender, declares that:

YES NO N/A

d) the tenderer, including all members of the group in the case of a joint
tender and including subcontractors if applicable, complies with all
the selection criteria for which a consolidated assessment will be
made as provided in the tender specifications.

VIII – EVIDENCE FOR SELECTION

The signatory declares that the above-mentioned person is able to provide the necessary supporting
documents listed in the relevant sections of the tender specifications and which are not available
electronically upon request and without delay.

The person is not required to submit the evidence if it has already been submitted for another procurement
procedure. The documents must have been issued no more than one year before the date of their request
by the contracting authority and must still be valid at that date.

The signatory declares that the person has already provided the documentary evidence for a previous
procedure and confirms that there has been no change in his/her/its situation:

Document reference Full reference to previous procedure
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Insert as many lines as necessary.

The above-mentioned person may be subject to rejection from this procedure and to administrative sanctions
(exclusion or financial penalty) if any of the declarations or information provided as a condition for participating
in this procedure prove to be false.

Full name Date Signature
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Annex [IV]: Financial identification form - Supplier

The form is available at:

http://www.epintranet.ep.parl.union.eu/sites/refin/home/administrative_life/finance/implement
ation_of_budget/legal_entities_financial_ident.html
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Annex [V]: Information sheet concerning groups of economic operators

Official name of the member authorised by the group9:

............................................................................................................................. ..........................

Official address:

........................................................................................................................................ ...................................

................................................................................................ ...................................

Legal form of the group10:

............................................................................................................................. ..............................................

..................................................................................... ..............................................

I, the undersigned, Mr/Ms…, representing the authorised representative of the group of operators submitting
this tender, hereby declare that I have noted the conditions laid down by the European Parliament for
submission of a tender by a group and that the submission of a tender and the signing of this declaration
imply acceptance of those conditions:

‘The group of economic operators shall furnish proof of its legal form in the tender. This may take one of the
following forms:

– an entity with legal personality recognised by a Member State;

9 State the name and address of the member authorised by the other members of the group to represent it. If no
authorisation has been given, all consortium members must sign this declaration.

10 To be indicated if a precise form has been chosen by the group members. If that is not the case, leave blank.
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– an entity without legal personality but offering sufficient protection of the European Parliament’s
contractual interests (depending on the Member State concerned, this may be, for example, a group or a
temporary association);

– the signature by all the partners of a type of ‘power of attorney’ or equivalent document confirming a
form of cooperation.

The document supplied must prove the group’s actual status. In that document or in an annex thereto, the
economic operators making up the group shall undertake, as tenderers, to bear joint and several liability
during performance of the contract, should it be awarded to them.

The European Parliament may accept other legal forms not referred to above, provided that they ensure the
parties’ joint and several liability and are compatible with performance of the contract. However, in the
contract to be signed with the consortium the European Parliament will refer expressly to the existence of
such joint and several liability. In addition, it reserves the right to require, contractually, the appointment of
an authorised representative who may represent the members and who is empowered, inter alia, to issue
invoices on behalf of the other members.’
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Information on members of group

Name of member of
group

Address of member of
group

Name of
member’s
representative

Description of
technical,
professional and
economic capacities11

Date : ............................ Signed: ...............................................

11 Should such a description already have been provided in the tender, reference may be made to precisely where
that description appears.
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Annex [VI]: Declaration concerning subcontractors

Name of the tenderer:

I, the undersigned, Mr/Ms …, in my capacity as representative of the above-mentioned tenderer, hereby
declare that, in the event that the contract, or one or more lots thereof, is awarded to the tenderer, the
following economic operators will act as subcontractors:

Details of subcontracting

Name &
address of
subcontractor

Description of the subcontracted part
of the contract

Value of subcontracted
part of contract (in EUR
and as a percentage of
estimated total amount of
contract)

I acknowledge that the European Parliament reserves the right to require information to be provided on the
financial, economic, technical and professional capacities of the proposed subcontractor(s), and that the
European Parliament may demand the requisite proof to establish whether the subcontractors comply with
the exclusion criteria applying to tenderers.

In this context, the European Parliament reserves the right to reject any proposed subcontractor not
complying with the exclusion and/or selection criteria.

Furthermore, the European Parliament must be informed by the Contractor of any subsequent use of
subcontracting not provided for in the tender. The European Parliament therefore reserves the right to accept
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or reject any subcontractor proposed during the performance of the contract. Accordingly, it may demand the
requisite proof to establish whether a subcontractor complies with the requisite criteria. The European
Parliament’s authorisation will always be granted in writing.

If the contract is awarded to a tenderer who proposes a subcontractor in his tender, this equates to giving
consent for the subcontracting.

Date : ............................ Signed: ...............................................
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Annex [VII]: Financial data sheet

To be completed by the tenderer or by each company in the case of a consortium with a joint representative,
on the basis of the financial statements for the last three financial years, which must be attached.

Turnover

Total turnover for the last three financial years

Year n-1 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-2 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-3 ..................................................................................... EUR

Profit

Total net profit after tax for the last three financial years

Year n-1 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-2 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-3 ..................................................................................... EUR

Assets available in the short term

Total assets available12 within one year

Year n-1 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-2 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-3 ..................................................................................... EUR

Short-term debt

12 Debts receivable within not more than one year, orders in progress, cash investments, available securities and
adjustment accounts.
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Total debt13 due within one year

Year n-1 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-2 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-3 ..................................................................................... EUR

Certified true and accurate.

Done at ......................... on .........................................

Signatures(s):

13 All debt of any kind due within not more than one year, and adjustment accounts.
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Annex [VIII]: Label to be affixed to the outer and inner envelopes when a tender is sent    To be used and
completed to help ensure that the tender is sent to the relevant department at the European Parliament

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT Official Mail Unit

Konrad Adenauer Building

Plateau de Kirchberg

Office 00D0011

L-2929 LUXEMBOURG

INVITATION TO TENDER PE PERS-2017-035

Directorate-General for Personnel

Professional Training Unit

GEO Building, Room 01B011

NOT TO BE OPENED BY THE MAIL UNIT

OR ANY UNAUTHORISED PERSON
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ANNEX [IX]: ‘BID FORM A’ (AWARD CRITERIA OTHER THAN PRICE)

INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-035

In the case of several packages or envelopes: make copies of the label and repeat the operation.

The undersigned [insert name of the signatory of this form], representing:

(only for natural persons) himself
or herself

(only for legal persons) the following legal person:

ID or passport number:

(‘the person’)

Full official name:

Official legal form:

Statutory registration number:

Full official address:

VAT registration number:

(‘the person’)

Please submit your bids by completing the blank boxes in the corresponding tables below and attaching the
documents referred to in the list. Please number the substantiating documents attached and enter their titles
and numbers in the tables below (under ‘annexes’).

In the case of the parameters of bespoke training, you may attach a single substantiating document for each
parameter.

Complete only the tables corresponding to the lots for which you are bidding. Within a lot, please complete
all the tables.

Any section which is incomplete or illegible and any alteration to the particulars indicated on this form may
result in the bid for the lot in question being excluded from consideration.

Each page must be initialled and bear the company’s stamp.

________________________________________________________________________
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-035

LOT 1 (PAGE 1 OF 2) STANDARD TRAINING

Assessment criteria Documents
to be
provided

Attachments
: course 1

Attachments
: course 2

Attachments
: course 3

Attachments
: course 4

The relevance,
interest, quality,
precise, structure
and exhaustiveness
of the instructor’s
manual

Instructor’s
manual

Quality of courses
offered, especially
the description of the
objectives and
identification of the
target public

Programme
document
listing the
points
assessed

Teaching methods
used, especially
variety, practical
organisation,
evaluation and active
participation by the
public

Teaching
methods or
methodology
sheet

Technical equipment
used during training

List of
equipment
used and
supplied by
the tenderer

Relevance of the
exhaustive list of
‘standard’ training
courses proposed
concerning the
subject of this
invitation to tender

List of
relevant
courses in the
catalogue (in
the form of an
Excel file on a
USB stick) for
the lot
concerned.
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-035

LOT 1 (PAGE 2 OF 2) BESPOKE TRAINING

Assessment criteria Documents to be
provided

Attachments

Methodology used to research, create
and ensure timely delivery of any
‘bespoke’ training course requested by
the European Parliament

Presentation in a
commonly accepted
format for project
management (Gantt or
Pert diagram)

Definition and order of preference of the
main parameters to be taken into
account and the logistic and innovative
elements for the successful
performance of the task.

Table below indicating a
degree of priority ranging
from 1 (the highest) to 4
(the lowest) for each item.
(do not add any lines)

Parameters Degree of
priority ranging
from 1 (the
highest) to 4 (the
lowest)

Definition of parameter and
its components

1. Analysis

2. Design

3. Development

4. Implementation

5. Evaluation

Logistic elements:

Innovative elements:
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-035

LOT 2 (PAGE 1 OF 2): STANDARD TRAINING

Assessment criteria Documents
to be
provided

Attachments
: course 1

Attachments
: course 2

Attachments
: course 3

Attachments
: course 4

The relevance,
interest, quality,
precise, structure
and exhaustiveness
of the training manual

Training
manual

Quality of courses
offered, especially
the description of the
objectives and
identification of the
target public

Programme
document
listing the
points
assessed

Teaching methods
used, especially
variety, practical
organisation,
evaluation and active
participation by the
public

Teaching
methods or
methodology
sheet

Technical equipment
used during training

List of
equipment
used and
supplied by
the tenderer

Relevance of the
exhaustive list of
‘standard’ training
courses proposed
concerning the
subject of this
invitation to tender

Complete
catalogue
and list of
courses
relevant to
the lot
concerned.
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-035

LOT 2 (PAGE 2 OF 2): BESPOKE TRAINING

Assessment criteria Documents to be
provided

Attachments

Methodology used to research, create
and ensure timely delivery of any
‘bespoke’ training course requested by
the European Parliament

Presentation in a
commonly accepted
format for project
management (Gantt or
Pert diagram)

Definition and order of preference of the
main parameters to be taken into
account and the logistic and innovative
elements for the successful
performance of the task.

Table below indicating a
degree of priority ranging
from 1 (the highest) to 4
(the lowest) for each item.
(do not add any lines)

Parameters Degree of
priority ranging
from 1 (the
highest) to 4 (the
lowest)

Definition of parameter and
its components

1. Analysis

2. Design

3. Development

4. Implementation

5. Evaluation

Logistic elements:

Innovative elements:

Date, stamp and signature of tenderer
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-035

LOT 3 (PAGE 1 OF 2): STANDARD TRAINING

Assessment criteria Documents
to be
provided

Attachments
: course 1

Attachments
: course 2

Attachments
: course 3

Attachments
: course 4

The relevance,
interest, quality,
precise, structure
and exhaustiveness
of the training manual

Training
manual

Quality of courses
offered, especially
the description of the
objectives and
identification of the
target public

Programme
document
listing the
points
assessed

Teaching methods
used, especially
variety, practical
organisation,
evaluation and active
participation by the
public

Teaching
methods or
methodology
sheet

Technical equipment
used during training

List of
equipment
used and
supplied by
the tenderer

Relevance of the
exhaustive list of
‘standard’ training
courses proposed
concerning the
subject of this
invitation to tender

Complete
catalogue
and list of
courses
relevant to
the lot
concerned.
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-035

LOT 3 (PAGE 2 OF 2): BESPOKE TRAINING

Assessment criteria Documents to be
provided

Attachments

Methodology used to research, create
and ensure timely delivery of any
‘bespoke’ training course requested by
the European Parliament

Presentation in a
commonly accepted
format for project
management (Gantt or
Pert diagram)

Definition and order of preference of the
main parameters to be taken into
account and the logistic and innovative
elements for the successful
performance of the task.

Table below indicating a
degree of priority ranging
from 1 (the highest) to 4
(the lowest) for each item.
(do not add any lines)

Parameters Degree of
priority ranging
from 1 (the
highest) to 4 (the
lowest)

Definition of parameter and
its components

1. Analysis

2. Design

3. Development

4. Implementation

5. Evaluation

Logistic elements:

Innovative elements:

Date, stamp and signature of tenderer
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-03

LOT 4 (PAGE 1 OF 1): SSIAP STANDARD TRAINING

Assessment criteria Documents to
be provided

Attachment
s: SSIAP 1

Attachments:
SSIAP 2

Attachments:
SSIAP 3

Quality of training
material

Student’s
manual in
French

Quality of methodology Teaching
methods or
methodology
sheet

Quality of preparation
for the examination

Teaching aids for
preparation for
the examination
Specimen
examination
papers

Technical equipment
used during training

List of equipment
used and
supplied by the
tenderer

Date, stamp and signature of tenderer
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ANNEX [X]: BID FORM B (PRICES)

INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-035

The undersigned [insert name of the signatory of this form], representing:

(only for natural persons) himself
or herself

(only for legal persons) the following legal person:

ID or passport number:

(‘the person’)

Full official name:

Official legal form:

Statutory registration number:

Full official address:

VAT registration number:

(‘the person’)

Please submit your price bids, completing the blank boxes in the corresponding tables below. Complete only
the tables corresponding to the lots for which you are bidding. Within a lot, please complete all the tables.

Any section which is incomplete and any alteration to the particulars indicated on this form will automatically
result in the tenderer’s being excluded from consideration only for the lot in question.

Each page must be initialled and bear the company’s stamp.
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-035

LOT 1 (page 1 of 2)

Fire-fighting training and annual refresher courses
Initial fire-fighting training Fire-fighting training (refresher courses)

Participants Sessions

Length
of a
session
in days Days

Participants Sessions

Length
of a
session
in days Days

TOTAL 340 25 3 75 1750 118 0.5 59

Price per day of training Price per half-day of
training

Industrial first-aid training and annual refresher courses
Initial first-aid training First aid training (refresher courses)

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

TOTAL 340 25 3 75 1750 118 0.5 59

Price per day of training Price per half-day of
training

security and access control training, and annual refresher courses
Initial security training Security training (refresher courses)

Participants Sessions

Length
of a
session
in days Days

Participants Sessions

Length
of a
session
in days Days

TOTAL 230 34 2 68 1750 118 1 118

Price per day of training Price per day of
training

Training for Security Control Centre operators

Control Centre Operators Control Centre Operators (refresher
courses)

Participants Sessions

Length
of a
session
in days Days

Participants Sessions

Length
of a
session
in days Days

TOTAL 60 12 3 36 90 18 1 18

Price per day of training Price per day of
training
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-03

LOT 1 (page 2 of 2)

First-aid training for evacuation volunteers, and annual refresher courses
First aid by volunteers First aid by volunteers (refresher courses)

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

TOTAL 1500 102 1 102 3600 241 0.5 120,5

Price per day of training Price per half-day of
training

Fire-fighting training for evacuation volunteers, and annual refresher courses

fire-fighting training for volunteers fire-fighting training for volunteers (refresher
courses)

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

TOTAL 1500 102 1 102 1300 88 0.5 44

Price per day of training Price per half-day of
training

Training in the use of automatic defibrillators for
evacuation volunteers, and annual refresher courses

Use of automatic defibrillators by volunteers

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

TOTAL 1500 102 0.5 51
Price per half-day of training

Date, stamp and signature of tenderer
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-035

LOT 2 (page 1 of 2)

Legislation and regulations of host countries

Managers A: legislation and regulations

Participants Sessions
Length of
a session
in days Days

TOTAL 45 6 1 6

Price per day of training

Risk management and mitigation

Managers A: risk management

Participants Sessions
Length of
a session
in days Days

TOTAL 45 6 1 6

Price per day of training

Investigation of security incidents

Managers A: investigation of incidents

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

TOTAL 45 6 1 6

Price per day of training

Management of flows of people and vehicles

Managers A: flow management

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

TOTAL 45 6 1 6

Price per day of training

Installation of new safety equipment

Managers A: installation of safety equipment

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

TOTAL 45 6 1 6

Price per day of training

Crisis management on the ground

Managers A: crisis management

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

TOTAL 45 6 1 6
Price per day of training

Operational information management and security systems

Managers B: information security management

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

TOTAL 24 8 1 8
Price per day of training

Procedures and standards for the operation of general Control
Centres

Managers B: operation of Control Centres

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

TOTAL 24 8 1 8

Price per day of training
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-035

LOT 2 (page 2 of 2)

Prevention of AMOK incidents

AMOK

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

TOTAL 2300 155 1 155

Price per day of training

Initiation into defence techniques against physical violence

Defence techniques

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
days Days

TOTAL 1750 118 3 354

Price per day of training

Museum security for the European Parliament’s exhibition
spaces

Security of exhibition spaces

Participants Sessions
Length of
a session
in days Days

TOTAL 80 8 3 24

Price per day of training

Emergency service call taker

Call taker

Participants Sessions
Length of
a session
in days Days

TOTAL 60 9 2 18

Price per day of training

Requisite conduct in the event of a terrorist or violent incident involving
firearms or explosives (for all target groups other than DG SAFE)

Requisite conduct in the event of terrorism

Participants Sessions
Length of a
session in
hours Days

TOTAL 1750 88 2 21,75

Price per 2-hour training session

Date, stamp and signature of tenderer
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-035

LOT 3 (page 1 of 1)

Detecting signs of radicalisation and preventing
potential threats of terrorist attack

Radicalisation and prevention of terrorism

Participant
s

Session
s

Length
of a
session
in days Days

TOTAL 800 54 1 54
Price per day of training

Detection and prevention of insider threats
Insider threats

Participant
s

Session
s

Length
of a
session
in days Days

TOTAL 800 54 1 54
Price per day of training

Profiling and counter-observation
Profiling

Participant
s

Session
s

Length
of a
session
in days Days

TOTAL 900 62 1 62
Price per day of training

Explosive device detection and measures to be taken
Explosive device detection

Participant
s

Session
s

Length
of a
session
in days Days

TOTAL 1000 68 1 68
Price per day of training

Organisation and assessment of practical exercises
Practical exercises

Participant
s

Session
s

Length
of a
session
in days Days

TOTAL 440 16 1 16
Price per day of training

TCCC Tactical Combat Casualty Care
TCCC

Participant
s

Session
s

Length
of a
session
in days Days

TOTAL 250 18 1 18
Price per day of training

Escorting VIPs
Escorting VIPs

Participant
s

Session
s

Length
of a
session
in days Days

TOTAL 1000 68 1 68
Price per day of training

Date, stamp and signature of tenderer
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-035

LOT 4 (page 1 of 1)

SSIAP1: basic training and refresher courses

SSIAP1: basic training SSIAP 1: refresher courses

Participants Sessions

Length
of a
session
in days Days

Participants Sessions

Length
of a
session
in days Days

TOTAL 45 4 11 44 45 4 2 8

Price per training session Price per training
session

SSIAP2 : basic training and refresher courses

SSIAP2 : basic training SSIAP2 : refresher courses

Participants Sessions

Length
of a
session
in days Days

Participants Sessions

Length
of a
session
in days Days

TOTAL 17 2 11 22 5 1 2 2

Price per training session Price per training
session

SSIAP3 : basic training

SSIAP3

Participants Sessions

Length
of a
session
in days Days

TOTAL 7 3 33 99

Price per training session

Date, stamp and signature of tenderer
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INVITATION TO TENDER: PE-PERS-2017-03

Bespoke training (Page 1 of 1)

BESPOKE TRAINING

Phase 1 - Planning and preparation Phase 2 - Sessions

Flat-rate allowance of two days for planning and
preparation of a day’s training One day’s training

Amount of the flat-rate allowance
for two days’ planning and
preparation

Price per day of
training per group of a
maximum of 20 people

Date, stamp and signature of tenderer


